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120. Lacunary Fourier Series. II

By Masako SAT6
Mathematical Institute, Tokyo Metropolitan University, Tokyo

(Comm. by Z. SUETUNA, M.J.A., Oct. 12, 1955)

1. M. E. Noble [1 has proved the ollowing

Theorem N. If the Fourier series of f (t) has a gap 0<In-nl
N such that

lim N/log n-- o
and f(t) satisfies a Lipschitz condition of order , where
in some interval Ix-Xo . Then

where a, b, are non-vanishing Fourier coefficients of f(t).
As a continuation of %he firs paper [2] we %rea absolute con-

vergence of the Fourier series with a certain gap and satisfying
some continuity condition a a poin (Theorems 3 and 4).

We need followin heorems and lemmas in
Lemma 1. Let () be a sequence tending to zero and let

Then there exists a trigonometrical polynomial T(x) of degree not
exceeding n with constant term 1 such that)

( ) T(x)! A/, for all x,
(ii) T(x) An/e, for x r,

(iii) T’(x) An/, for all x,
(iv) T’(x) A(n/e+ 1/x), for ,] x[, 1,)

(v ) T’(x)[ An/, for all x,
where A denotes an absolute constant.

and

(1)

(2)

Theorem 1. Let 0<a<l and O<fl<min(1-a, (2-a)/3).
]2/(2-a-31)< "k e2k/(2

n-nl>4ekn

I f-h-- If(t)-f(t+_-h)ldt-O(h),

1 lf(t)-f(+_h)Id-O(1) unif. in -:_>__h

then

Lamina 2.
[4me-’/’IS..

a,,--O(n), b--O(n;).
Let () be a sequence tending to zero and let n--

Then there exists a trigonometrical polynomial

1) A denotes an absolute constant which is not the same in different occurrences.

2) may be taken as near 1 as we like vvhen m is sufficiently large.
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T(x) of degree not exceeding n with constant term 1, satisfying the
conditions (i), (iii), (v) in Lemma 1 and

(ii’) T(x) < An/e-’/-, <] x ]<r,
(iv’) T(x) A(n/8e( ’/(-+ 1/x), 8< x 1<, 1
Theorem 2. Let 0<a<l, 0<<(2-a)/3, and

>2/min (1-, 2- a-3)
(or especially 0< < (1- a)/2 and 7 >2/(1- )). If the Fourier coef-
ficients of f(t) vanish except for n-IMp(k-l, 2,3,...) and the
conditions (1) and (2) of Theorem 1 are satisfied, then (3) holds.

2. Theorem 3. Let 1/2<a<a<1, 0<<(2-a)/3, and/2<a-a
G(2- Z)/4.

l/(2a--2a-) n < e/<+z+,
n--n I> 4ekn}

and
1(4) -h- f(t)-f(t+/-h) dt-O(h) as h->O,

( 5 ) -- If(t)-f(t+_-h) dt-O(1) unif. in >h

then

where a,, b, are the non-vanishing Fourier coejficients of f(t).
Proof. Let S--l/n and choose a sequence M=[et/S} and

le T,() be he rigonomerieal polynomial of Lemma 1. Le us
pu

fhen

g(x) 2 sin nr (b, cos nx-a sin nx).
o 4n

Then the nth Fourier coefficients a,/9 o g(x)T(x) are given by

tr--2 sin-nb, =-2 sin-n--a, (nn2n).
4n 4n

On he other hand, by Theorem I we have
a, O(1/n), b O(1/n).

Since ] 1/n< oo, f(x) belongs o he L-class. Thus we have
.n

b
2nc1 ] (a + ;) < (a + b) sin n

2 1 4n
dX+ <

By ingegration by parts
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where
=In-2I,

by Lemma 1, (ii), and for 1

T,,(x)T,(x)dx g(t)dt
,61v

=I+ I--O(1/nY?).
For,

I < AM dx g(t)dt

By Lemma 1, (i, (iii) and condition (4 and

=-ae ae eXo g(t)dt

g(t)dt AM dx g(t) dt
kG 6k

A: AM log 1

by Lemma 1, (ii) and (iv).
Thus we have proved that

(< + )-o(nz).
Consequently

2m+

(I a I+ lb. I)--0(2(’))
and then summing up both sides we get

(iai+ibi)<
Thus Theorem 3 is proved.
In a similar manner we can prove the ollowing theorem, using

Lemma 2 and Theorem 2.
Theorem 4. Let 1/2<a<a<1, 0<<(1-a)/2, 71/(2a-2a

), and /2<-a< (1 + )/4.
If n-[krJ (k-1,2,3,...), and the conditions (4) and (5) are

satisfied then (6) holds.
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